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Employee engagement has evolved from a buzzword in the HR dictionary to a very real objective for businesses 
aiming for continued growth and success.


In today's competitive landscape, companies encounter numerous challenges, and maintaining a motivated and 
engaged workforce is key to navigating these obstacles effectively. This guide is designed to underscore the 
importance of employee engagement as a cornerstone for fostering business growth, cultivating a positive 
workplace culture, and ensuring long-term prosperity.


But, it’s not just enough to understand why employee engagement matters. What’s the next step in achieving this 
goal? In this white paper, we dive deeper into the practical aspects of improving employee engagement within 
organizations. We outline key drivers that significantly influence engagement levels, propose effective strategies 
for improvement, and discuss the implementation of these initiatives.
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Introduction

http://www.togetherplatform.com


Gallup’s State of the Global Workplace Report: 2023 Report revealed that employee engagement reached a 
record-high of 23% in 2022, after a drop during the pandemic.  


The “record” can bemisleading, because it means that less than a quarter of the global workforcereports feels 
fully engaged at work, with a majority either not engaged or actively disengaged. This disengagement affects 
organizations across all sectors and sizes. These statistics serve as a wake-up call for organizations, highlighting 
the urgent need to address employee engagement as a top priority.


As seen below, Gallup’s Global Engagement Data shows that engagement levels at best-practice organizations 
are significantly higher at 72%, compared with the US and global levels. 

Several key challenges contribute to low employee engagement levels. Poor management practices, lack of clear 
communication, insufficient recognition, and inadequate opportunities for growth and development are the main 
culprits. Additionally, the evolving nature of work—with the rise of remote and hybrid models—presents new 
hurdles in creating cohesive, engaging work environments. Overcoming these barriers requires a strategic 
approach, tailored to the unique needs and dynamics of each organization.
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The Current State of 
Employee Engagement

Annual Employee Engagement in the U.S., world and Best-Practices Organizations

Gallup does not have global engagement data for 2010, 2011 or 2017. Percentages for those years are included in the chart to connect other data 
points. Percentages for best-practice organizations are average percentages of engaged employees across annual Gallup Exceptional Workplace 
Award winners; percentages reflect the year that Gallup collected the winners' engagement data - not the year that Gallup named the award winners.
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https://www.gallup.com/workplace/349484/state-of-the-global-workplace.aspx?campaignid=18945816141&adgroupid=143633586437&adid=635680356863&gclid=CjwKCAjwrranBhAEEiwAzbhNtRoYv-eAPnrMX97FeAeJOxn3BkCOPLyyGO6hy_JSEbJanZYfAobgeRoCr9oQAvD_BwE#ite-506891
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Josh Bersin, author, educator, and thought leader, says that HR experts should begin by linking discussions  
on employee engagement directly to the company's specific business issues, whether they're problems, 
challenges, or opportunities.

In other words, the journey toward enhancing employee engagement begins by understanding the core factors 
that influence an employee's commitment and enthusiasm towards their work. These key drivers are the 
foundation upon which organizations can build a more engaged and productive workforce.
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Key Drivers of 
Employee Engagement

Josh Bersin Points Out:

Asking peers why the company isn't growing fast enough or what 
can be done to outpace competition often leads to answers related 
to people issues, such as the need for more training, people, 
productivity tools, or innovation. This is where HR leaders can 
highlight their initiatives in training, culture development, or 
leadership as crucial for achieving desired business outcomes.

Watch


Josh Bersin discusses employee engagement and what HR 
executives must do

https://www.togetherplatform.com/blog/top-7-employee-engagement-best-practices
http://www.togetherplatform.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PgkqSxPIHXI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PgkqSxPIHXI
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Leadership and Management Practices


Effective leadership is at the heart of employee engagement. Leaders who inspire, recognize, 
and connect with their employees on a personal level foster a culture of engagement. 
Management practices that emphasize transparency, respect, and support not only enhance 
engagement but also build trust and loyalty among the workforce.

Work Environment and Culture


A positive and inclusive work environment where employees feel valued and part of  
a larger purpose is essential for engagement. Cultivating a culture that celebrates diversity, 
encourages collaboration, and prioritizes well-being can significantly impact employees' sense 
of belonging and motivation.

Recognition and Rewards Systems


Recognition and rewards systems that are aligned with company values and employee 
aspirations play a crucial role in reinforcing positive behaviors and outcomes. Personalized and 
meaningful recognition can boost morale and engagement, making employees feel appreciated 
for their contributions.

Personal Growth and Career Development


Opportunities for personal and career development are key motivators for employee 
engagement. Organizations that invest in training, mentoring, and career advancement paths 
demonstrate a commitment to their employees' growth, leading to higher levels of  
engagement and retention.

Communication and Feedback Mechanisms


Open and transparent communication channels that facilitate regular feedback and dialogue 
are essential for engagement. Employees who feel heard and involved in decision-making 
processes are more likely to be engaged and invested in their work.

http://www.togetherplatform.com


In this section, we turn our attention to actionable strategies that businesses can employ to enhance employee 
engagement. Among these, we spotlight an innovative approach with Colleague Connect programs. This type of 
program is designed to facilitate stronger, more meaningful connections among employees to cultivate a more 
engaged, collaborative, and thriving workplace environment.
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Strategies for Enhancing 
Employee Engagement

Develop the Right Leadership Skills


Leadership development programs that focus on emotional intelligence, empathy, 
and effective communication can help cultivate leaders who inspire engagement. 
Together's leadership mentoring programs, for example, can equip leaders with the 
skills to support and engage their teams effectively.

Foster a Positive Organizational Culture


Building a culture that values engagement requires intentional efforts to embed it 
into every aspect of the organization. This includes setting clear expectations, 
celebrating successes, and creating a supportive environment where employees 
feel empowered to contribute their best work.

https://www.togetherplatform.com/colleague-connect
http://www.togetherplatform.com
https://www.togetherplatform.com/mentoring-software
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Implement Effective Reward and Recognition Programs


Designing reward and recognition programs that are meaningful and aligned with 
organizational values can significantly enhance engagement. Tailoring these 
programs to meet the diverse needs and preferences of the workforce can ensure 
they have the desired impact.

Provide Opportunities for Personal and Professional Development


Investing inemployees' development through training, mentoring, and career 
planning shows acommitment to their success and well-being. Mentoring programs 
can facilitate personalized growth opportunities, develophigh-potential  
employees, build a leadership pipeline, and foster a culture ofcontinuous learning  
and engagement.

Provide Opportunities for Personal  
and Professional Development


Investing in employees' development through training, mentoring, and career 
planning shows acommitment to their success and well-being. Mentoring 
programs can facilitate personalized growth opportunities, develop high-
potential employees, build a leadership pipeline, and foster a culture of 
continuous learning and engagement.

Establish Open and Transparent Communication Channels


Creating mechanisms for open dialogue and feedback encourages employees to 
share their ideas, concerns, and suggestions. This not only enhances engagement 
but also drives innovation and improvement across the organization.

http://www.togetherplatform.com
https://www.togetherplatform.com/use-cases
https://www.togetherplatform.com/use-cases
https://www.togetherplatform.com/use-cases


Colleague Connect programs are designed to enrich the workplace by enabling more fluid, informal connections 
among employees. This approach democratizes learning and interaction, removing the hierarchical barriers 
typically associated with mentor-mentee relationships.
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Colleague Connect Programs  
A Modern-day Employee 
Engagement Strategy

https://www.togetherplatform.com/colleague-connect
http://www.togetherplatform.com
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Here’s How Colleague Connect Can Transform Employee Engagement

By integrating Colleague Connect into your employee engagement strategy, you're not just investing in the 
professional growth of team members; you're also building a more cohesive, collaborative, and supportive 
workplace culture. 

Inclusive Learning Opportunities


By moving past traditional mentorship dynamics, Colleague Connect fosters an environment 
where learning and connections are accessible to everyone, catering to the diverse needs and 
preferences of our workforce.

Mentorship without Hierarchy


This program complements existing mentorship initiatives, allowing for knowledge sharing and 
professional development without the formal labels of "mentor" and "mentee." It opens the door 
for reciprocal learning, where all parties can both teach and learn from one another.

Building Meaningful Connections


Through Colleague Connect, employees can form connections based on shared interests, 
skills, goals, or even location and department. This facilitates the formation of meaningful 
relationships that enhance the sense of belonging and community within the organization.

Unlimited Growth Opportunities


The program ensures that opportunities for professional growth are always available. It 
encourages employees to connect with colleagues across different departments, forming 
learning partnerships that drive personal and professional development.

Customizable Learning Experiences


With a variety of templates and best practices available, Colleague Connect can be tailored to 
meet any objective. Whether it's facilitating cross-department introductions, streamlining 
onboarding processes, or addressing specific learning needs, the program offers flexible 
solutions to support a wide range of engagement goals.

http://www.togetherplatform.com


To successfully implement employee engagement initiatives, it's important to follow a well-planned and 
systematic process. This ensures the initiatives are effective and have a lasting impact. 


Here Are Key Steps to Consider
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How to Implement 
Employee Engagement 
Initiatives

Conduct a Thorough Evaluation


Initiate with acomprehensive analysis of the current state of employee engagement in your 
organization. Deploy employee surveys, focus groups, and one-on-one interviews to collect diverse 
perspectives. Utilize industry benchmarks to identify where your organization stands and pinpoint 
specific areas for enhancement. This step sets the foundation for targeted initiatives.

Define Specific, Measurable Goals


Based on the evaluation, articulate clear and measurable objectives for your engagement efforts. 
These goals should directly address the gaps and opportunities identified in the initial assessment. 
For instance, if feedback points to a lack of recognition as a key issue, set a goal to implement a 
monthly recognition program within the next quarter.

Secure Leadership Commitment


Ensure that leadership is fully committed to the engagement initiatives. Present a compelling case 
to executives and managers, highlighting the direct link between employee engagement and 
business outcomes such as productivity, retention, and profitability. Leadership's active support 
and participation are critical for motivating the workforce and embedding engagement into the 
organizational DNA.

http://www.togetherplatform.com
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Develop a Comprehensive Communication Strategy


Craft a detailed communication plan that outlines how you will introduce and promote the 
engagement initiatives across the organization. This plan should include timelines, channels  
(e.g., email, town halls, intranet), and key messages. Aim for transparency to build trust and 
encourage employee participation. Highlight the benefits of the initiatives and how employees  
can get involved.

Implement Initiatives Systematically


Launch the engagement initiatives in a phased and organized manner. For widespread initiatives, 
consider a pilot phase to gather early feedback and make adjustments before a full rollout. Ensure 
that these initiatives are easily accessible and clearly communicated to all employees. Incorporate 
them into the everyday life of the organization to foster a culture of engagement.

Provide Targeted Training and Support


Offer specialized training programs for both employees and managers to equip them with the 
necessary skills to contribute positively to the engagement culture. For managers, focus on 
leadership development, emotional intelligence, and effective communication. For employees, offer 
workshops on teamwork, innovation, and personal growth. Support should be ongoing, with 
resources readily available for continuous learning.

Regularly Measure Impact and Solicit Feedback


Establish key performance indicators (KPIs) to measure the effectiveness of your engagement 
initiatives. These could include employee turnover rates, participation in engagement activities, and 
scores from follow-up surveys. Regularly collect feedback through surveys, suggestion boxes, and 
forums to gauge employee sentiment and identify areas for improvement.

Embrace Continuous Improvement


Treat employee engagement as a dynamic and evolving area. Use insights from measurement and 
feedback to refine and evolve your initiatives. Celebrate successes to maintain momentum and 
address any challenges proactively. Continuously seek innovative ways to enhance engagement 
and adapt to changing employee expectations and business needs.

http://www.togetherplatform.com


Cruise Automation leveraged its mentorship program as a powerful tool for boosting employee engagement as 
well as career development. This strategic move enabled Cruise to efficiently facilitate meaningful connections 
between mentors and mentees, significantly enriching the professional development and engagement of its 
engineering team. The initiative's success lies not just in its scale but in how it cultivated aculture of learning, 
growth, and internal mobility.

Through its mentorship program, Cruise demonstrated a deep commitment to supporting its employees' career 
paths and skill enhancement, reinforcing its position as a leader in innovation while fostering a highly engaged 
workforce dedicated to advancing self-driving technology.


Google's Recognition Program: Google is renowned for its innovative and employee-centric culture. One of its 
standout initiatives is the peer recognition program, which enables employees to acknowledge their colleagues' 
contributions through various platforms and awards. This includes the prestigious "Peer Bonus" program, where 
employees can nominate their peers for bonuses for outstanding work. Such programs have cemented Google's 
reputation for fostering a positive work environment and high levels of employee engagement.
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Case Studies of 
Successful Employee 
Engagement Strategies

Rating Scale Average

1 2 3 4

3.8

Mentor and Mentees

On a scale out of 4, the average rating mentors and mentees gave was 3.8. Objectively, the 
program was a success.

https://www.togetherplatform.com/resources/cruise-automation-case-study
http://www.togetherplatform.com


Improving employee engagement is essential and requires a dedicated, creative approach, along with a deep 
knowledge of what employees need as they change.


Through the practical steps outlined, organizations can create an environment that not only attracts top talent 
but also nurtures and retains them by fostering a culture of recognition, growth, and inclusion. The integration of 
technology, particularly through advanced mentoring platforms like Together Software, plays a crucial role in 
streamlining these initiatives, making it easier for companies to connect employees in meaningful ways, track 
progress, and measure the impact of their engagement efforts.


As we look to the future, it's clear that employee engagement will continue to be a key driver of organizational 
success. By embracing a holistic approach that combines the right strategies, leadership commitment, and 
cutting-edge technology, businesses can build a resilient and vibrant workforce.


This not only leads to improved performance and innovation but also cultivates a workplace where employees 
feel valued, motivated, and engaged in their work. Ultimately, the organizations that excel in employee 
engagement are those that view their employees as their most valuable asset and are committed to investing in 
their development, satisfaction, and well-being.
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The Path Ahead: Future 
of Employee Engagement
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About Together

Together empowers organizations to accelerate their employee learning and development through mentoring 
programs. With 1-on-1, peer, and group mentoring, we enable organizations to level up their employee 
development initiatives.



Organizations leverage mentorship programs to

 Support diversity, equity, inclusivity, and belonging initiative
 Prepare high potential employees to take on leadership role
 Build communities of well-trained and experienced manager
 Set up new hires for success with buddy program
 Build meaningful connections between your remote employees



HR and L&D teams love Together because our platform offers the best user experience for employees. They 
don’t need to learn or download a new tool because our web-based platform integrates with existing email and 
calendar systems to make it as easy as possible to build meaningful mentoring relationships.



Each program is fully customizable, allowing administrators to white label their program with a custom URL and 
branding. Together’s platform includes session agendas and resources that provide employees with cues and 
steps to support mentors and mentees at each stage of their development. In addition, Together’s dedicated 
Support Team provides guidance every step of the way.

Some of our customers include

Want to see how we can help you

bring your mentorship program to life?

Book Demo
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